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Abstract. Organizational theorists have correctly argued that
the emergence and maintenance of robust cooperation between
global strategic alliance partners is related to the diversity in
the partners' characteristics. Yet previous research has failed
to systematically delineate the important dimensions of interfirm
diversity and integrate the dimensions into a unified framework
of analysis. This paper develops a multilevel typology of interfirm
diversity and focuses on organizational learning and adaptation
as critical processes that dynamically moderate diversity's impact
on alliance longevity and effectiveness.

On March6, 1990,WestGermany'sDaimlerBenz ($48 billionin sales)
and Japan'sMitsubishiGroup($200 billion in sales) revealedthatthey
hadheld 'a secretmeetingin Singaporeto workout a planfor intensive
cooperationamongtheirauto,aerospace,electronics,and otherlines of
business.However,combiningoperationsof the two companiesseems
remote:Daimler'sorderlyGermancorporatestructuredoesn'tmeshwell
withMitsubishi'sleaderlessgroupmanagementapproach'[BusinessWeek
1990b].

This example illustratesan importantparadoxin internationalbusiness today.
On one hand,global strategicalliances (GSAs) arebeing used with increasing
frequencyin orderto, interalia, keep abreastof rapidlychangingtechnologies,
gain access to specific foreign marketsand distributionchannels, create new
products,andease problemsof worldwideexcess productivecapacity.Indeed,
GSAs are becoming an essential featureof companies' overall organizational
structure, and competitive advantage increasingly depends not only on a
company's internal capabilities, but also on the types of its alliances and
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the scope of its relationships with other companies. On the other hand,
GSAs bring together partners from different national origins, with often
sharp differences in the collaboratingfirms' culturaland political bases. As
in the above illustration, there may also exist considerable diversity in
firm-specificcharacteristicsthatmay be tied to each firm's nationalheritage.

Interfirm diversity can severely impede the ability of companies to work
jointly and effectively [Adler and Graham1989; Harrigan1988; Perlmutter
and Heenan 1986], since many GSA partners-relative newcomers to vol-
untarycooperative relationshipswith foreign firms-have yet to acquirethe
necessary skills to cope with their differences. Not surprisingly, the rapid
growth of GSAs is accompanied by high failure rates [Hergertand Morris
1988; Porter 1986].'

Before probingthe nexus between diversity and alliance performance,how-
ever, it is fruitful to begin with the recognition that (1) in GSAs, significant
interfirm diversity is to be expected, and (2) this diversity can be analyti-
cally separatedinto two types. Type I includes the familiar interfirmdiffer-
ences (interdependencies) that GSAs are specifically created to exploit.
These differences fonn the underlyingstrategicmotivations for entering into
alliances; an inventory of such motivations is provided, for instance, by
Contractorand Lorange [1988: 10]. Thus, Type I diversity deals with the
reciprocal strengths and complementaryresources furnishedby the alliance
partners, differences that actually facilitate the formulation, development,
and collaborative effectiveness of GSAs.

Type II diversity, the major focus of this paper, refers to the differences in
partnercharacteristicsthat often negatively affect the longevity and effec-
tive functioning of GSAs. Over the life of the partnership,the dynamics of
Types I and II are very different, since the two types are differentially
impacted by the processes of organizationallearning and adaptation.In the
case of Type I, learning throughthe GSA may enable one partnerto acquire
the skills and technologies it lacked at the time of alliance formation, and
eventually rewrite the partnershipterms or even discard the other partner.
Thus, the GSA becomes a race to learn,with the company that learns fastest
dominating the relationship and becoming, through cooperation, a more
formidable competitor. Conversely, organizational learning and adaptation
can progressively mitigate the impact of Type II differences, thereby pro-
moting longevity and effectiveness. To summarize, a minimum level of
Type I differences are essential to the formation and maintenance (raison
d'etre) of an alliance, and their erosion destabilizes the partnership.Type II
differences, though inevitably present at the initiation of an alliance, may
be overcome by iterative cycles of learning that strengthenthe partnership.

A large number of previous studies have examined how Type II interfirm
differences can play a major role in frustratingthe joint efforts of GSA
partners.For example, Adler and Graham [1989] found that cross-cultural
negotiations are more difficult thanintra-culturalnegotiations. Several other
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studieshave also establishedthatnegotiationsbetweenbusinesspeopleof
differentculturesoften fail because of problemsrelatedto cross-cultural
differences[Adler1986;Black 1987;Graham1985;Tung 1984].Harrigan
[1988] studiedthe influenceof sponsoring-firmasymmetriesin terms of
strategicdirections(horizontal,vertical,andrelatednesslinkageswith the
venture)on performance.Hall [1984]analyzedtheeffectsof differingman-
agementprocedureson alliances.Stillotherresearchershaveexaminedthe
influence of variationsin corporateculture[Killing 1982] and national
setting[Turner1987]onsuccessfulcollaboration.Thisbriefoverview,while
not exhaustive,conveysthe basic directionsin whichresearchto date has
progressed.
Unfortunately,theusefulnessof theseimportantstudiesin an overallassess-
mentof internationalinterfirminteractionsis limited,since they examine
theimpactof selectedaspectsof interfirmdiversityon cooperativeventures
in a piecemealfashion.Theacademicliteraturethusremainsfragmentedat
differentlevels of analysis,with no overarchingthemecohesivelypulling
togetherthe variousdimensionsof interfirmdiversityin systematictheory-
building.Therefore,the maincontributionsof this paperwill be to extend
currenttheory (1) by developingandjustifyinga typology of the major
dimensionsof interfmndiversityinthecontextof GSAs;and,(2)byexamninig
diversity'simpacton allianceoutcomesthrougha dynamicmodelrootedin
organizationallearningtheory.Forthispurpose,thefollowingquestionswill
be addressed:What are the theoreticaldimensionsof diversitybetween
GSA partners?In what ways and underwhat circumstancesdoes each
dimension,individuallyor collectively,translateinto reducedcollaborative
effectiveness?To whatextentcan deliberatelearning/adaptationactionsby
firmsdeterexpensivealliancefailuresandpromotelongevity?

A PREFATORYNOTE ON TERMINOLOGY

It is importantat the outset to define terninology. Interfirmcooperative
relationshipshave previouslybeen definedby Borys and Jemison[1989],
Schermerhorn[1975], Nielsen [1988], and Oliver [1990]. However, the
conceptualdomainof GSAsmustincludetheadditionalpropertiesof being
internationalin scope,mixed-motive(competitive+ cooperative)in nature,
andof strategicsignificanceto each partner,i.e., tied to the firms' current
andanticipatedcorebusinesses,markets,andtechnologies(commonlyreferred
to as the corporatemission).Thus,GSAs arethe relativelyenduringinter-
firm cooperativearrangements,involvingcross-borderflows and linkages
thatutilizeresourcesand/orgovernancestructuresfromautonomousorgani-
zationsheadquarteredin two ormorecountries,forthejointaccomplishment
of individualgoals linkedto thecorporatemissionof eachsponsoringfirm.
This definitiondelineatesGSAs from single-transactionmarketrelation-
ships,as well as fromunrelateddiversificationmoves,whileaccommodating
the variety of strategic motives and organizational forms that accompany
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global partnerships.For example, GSAs can be used as transitionalmodes
of organizational structure [Gomes-Casseres 1989] in response to current
challenges as firms grope to find more permanent structures including,
sometimes, whole ownership after the GSA has achieved its purpose. Often,
however, longevity is an importantyardstick of performancemeasurement
by each parent company [Harrigan1985; Lewis 1990].

It must be clearly noted that longevity is an imperfect proxy for "alliance
success." Longevity can be associated, for instance, with the presence of
high exit baffiers.And in some alliances, success can also be operationalized
in terms of othermeasuressuch as profitability,marketshare,and synergistic
contribution toward parent companies' competitiveness (cf. Venkatraman
and Ramanujam[1986]). Yet, achievement of these latterobjectives can be
thwarted by premature, unintended dissolution of the GSA. Furthermore,
objective performance measures (e.g., GSA survival and duration)are sig-
nificantly and positively correlated with parent firms' reported (that is,
subjective) satisfaction with GSA performanceand with perceptions of the
extent to which a GSA performedrelative to its initial objectives [Geringer
and Hebert 1991], so that for many research purposes the use of longevity
as a surrogatefor a favorable GSA outcome is probably not too restrictive.
With the above limitations acknowledged, we focus mainly on the subset
of GSAs where longevity (not planned termination)is sought by each part-
ner, but is threatenedby problems stemming from Type II interfirmdiver-
sity; however, inasmuch as planned termination represents an important
potential alliance outcome involving the deliberateerosion of Type I diver-
sity, it is treated as a special case of a more general diversity/longevity
dynamic model later in the paper.

Interflrmdiversity refers to the comparative interorganizationaldifferences
on certain attributesor dimensions [Molnarand Rogers 1979] that continu-
ally shape the patternof interactionbetween them [Van de Ven 1976]. In
sum, this paperexamines the interorganizationalinterface at which inherent
interfirm diversity between GSA partnersoften makes effective manage-
ment of pooled resource contributionsproblematic.

THE PROBLEMOF DIVERSITY

Justas modem business organizationsarecomplex social entities (andthere-
fore studied in the ambitof the social sciences), GSAs representan emerging
social institution. As researchers in sociology, marketing, and interorgani-
zational relations theory have long noted, dissimilarities between social
actors can render effective pairwise interactions difficult, and vice versa.

Evans' [1963] "similatityhypothesis," for example,maintainsthat "the more
similar the parties in a dyad are, the more likely a favorable outcome." The
proposed mechanism is: Similarity leads to attraction(sharing of common
needs and goals), which causes attitudes to become positive, thus leading
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to favorable outcomes [McGuire 1968]. Likewise, Lazarsfeld and Merton
[1954] identify the tendency for similar values and statuses to serve as bases
for social relationships, as a basic mechanism of social interaction. These
same principles may explain the characteristicsof linkages between organi-
zations [Paulson 1976]. And Whetten [1981:17] argues that "'potentialpart-
ners are screened to reduce the costs of coordination that increase as a
function of differences between the collaborating organizations."

Although the above literaturesprimarilyfocus on problems of surnounting
communicationdifficultiesandestablishinga common set of workingassump-
tions,a broaderset of dimensionsis crucialin understandingGSA interactions,
given the natureof GSAs as defined above. These dimensions are developed
next.

DIMENSIONSOF INTERFIRMDIVERSITYIN GSAs

The major dimensions of Type II interfirm diversity in global strategic
alliances are described below; Table 1 summarizes this discussion.2 In a
departure from previous studies that have focused on limited aspects of
interfirm diversity, Table 1 spans multiple, critical levels of analysis that
are indispensable in providing a fuller understandingof the factors thatmay
lead to friction and eventual collapse of the GSA. In addition, the following
discussion also includes an analysis of how each diversity dimension can
influence ongoing reciprocal learning within the partnership,an important
consideration in the study of alliance longevity and effectiveness. Table 1
distinguishes between levels of conceptualization and levels of phenomena.
Levels of phenomena refer to dimensions of interfirm diversity that can,
with arguable intersubjectivity, be observed and measured. (Hofstede
[1983], for example, operationalized culture in four dimensions.) Concep-
tual levels deal with ideas and theories about phenomena. Thus, the social
behavior of interfacing managers from each GSA partnerfirm is an output
of the managers'respective societal (meta), national (macro), corporate-level
(meso), and operating-level (micro) influences. While the actual behaviors
can be observed, appreciatingthe often significant differences between them
requiresan abstractionto the underlyingconceptuallevel of analysis. Finally,
it is noted that the dimensions in the typology are often interrelated, and
therefore-cannotbe treated as mutually exclusive.

Societal Culture

The influence of a society's culture permeates all aspects of life within the
society, includingthe norms,values, andbehaviorsof managersin its national
companies. The cross-cultural interactions found in GSAs bring together
people who may have different patterns of behaving and believing, and
different cognitive blueprints for interpreting the world [Kluckhohn and
Kroeberg 1952; Black and Mendenhall 1990]. Indeed, Maruyama [1984]
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arguesthatculturaldifferencesareat the epistemologiclevel, thatis, in the
verystructureof perceiving,thinking,andreasoning.
Excellentexamplesof the deepimpactof cultureon GSAmanagementcan
be foundin the partners'approachesto problemsolving andconflictreso-
lution.Insomecultures,problemsareto be activelysolved;managersmust
takedeliberateactionsto influencetheirenvironmentandaffectthe course
of the future.This is the basis for strategicplanning.In contrast,in other
cultures,life is seen as a series of preordainedsituationsthat are to be
fatalisticallyaccepted[Moranand Harris1982]. Similarly,GSA partners
mustroutinelydealwithconflictsin suchareasas technologydevelopment,
productionand sourcing,marketstrategyand implementation,and so on
[Lynch1989].Insomecultures,conflictis viewedas a healthy,natural,and
inevitablepartof relationshipsand organizations.In fact, programmedor
structuredconflict(e.g.,thedevil'sadvocateanddialecticalinquirymethods)
hasbeensuggestedasa wayto enhancetheeffectivenessof strategicdecision-
making (cf. Cosier and Dalton [1990]). But in other cultures,vigorous
conflictandopenconfrontationaredeemeddistasteful.Embarrassmentand
loss of face to eitherpartyis soughtto be avoidedat all costs by talking
indirectlyandambiguouslyaboutareasof differenceuntilcommonground
canbe found,by the use of mediators,andothertechniques.
Effectivehandlingof suchculturaldifferencesmustbeginwithdeveloping
anunderstandingof theother'smodesof thinkingandbehaving.Forexam-
ple, reflectingon thefailedAT&T-Olivettialliance,AT&Tgroupexecutive
RobertKavnerregretted,"I don't thinkthatwe or Olivettispent enough
timeunderstandingbehaviorpatterns"[Wysocki1990].Avoidanceof such
preventablemistakesmay become increasinglyessential,and investments
in sophisticatedprogramsto promoteinterculturalawarenessmay become
increasinglycost-effective,given the acceleratingtrendof GSA formation
andthe often enormouslosses stemmingfromfailed GSAs.3Ethnocentric
arrogance(orculturalnaivete)andGSAs simplydo not mix well.
Nonetheless,Black and Mendenhall[1990] reportfrom their survey of
twenty-nineempiricalstudiesthattheuse of cross-culturaltraining(CCI) in
U.S. multinationalsis very limited. Essentially,Americantop managers
believe thata goodmanagerin New Yorkor Los Angeleswill be effective
in Hong Kongor Tokyo,andthata candidate'sdomestictrackrecordcan
serve as the primarycriterionfor overseasassignmentselection. Such a
culturallyinsensitiveapproachis particularlyunfortunatein lightof CCT's
provensuccess in termsof enhancingeach of its threeindicatorsof effec-
tiveness:cross-culturalskilldevelopment,adjustment,andperfornance[Black
andMendenhall1990:115-20].Clearly,CCTcanbe a powerfulcatalystnot
onlyin enhancingintrafirmforeignoperationsbutalso towardovercoming
culturaldiversitybetween GSA partnersand facilitatingongoing mutual
learningthatpromotesalliancelongevity.Moreformally:
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Proposition la: Societal culturedifferenceswill be negatively related
to GSA longevity. However, this relationshipwill be moderatedby
formal trainingprogramsthat enhance interculturalunderstanding.

Furthermore,bridging the culturegap between GSA partnersmay be facili-
tated by effective communication at all interfacing levels. This suggests the
need to improve behavior transparencyat each level, including effective
recognition, verification, and signaling systems between the partners.

Proposition Ib: The relationshipbetween differences in societal cul-
ture and longevity of the alliance will be further moderated by
structuredmechanisms that improve behavior transparency.

NationalContext

A company's national context primarily includes surrounding industry
structureand institutions, and government laws and regulations. The great
diversity thatexists in the nationalcontexts of global companies can hamper
effective collaboration. For instance, disparities in the national context dif-
ferentially impact global companies' ability to enter and operate GSAs. Of
central relevance to this paper are national attitudes about simultaneous
competition and cooperation.As noted below, however, national differences
notwithstanding,importantcommonpatternsmay be emerginginternationally.

Japanese Context. In Japan,companies have a long history of cooperating
in some areas while competing in others, a practice that can be traced
primarily to two factors: direction from the Ministry of InternationalTrade
and Industry (MITI), and keiretsu, or large industrialgroups of firms rep-
resenting diverse industries and skills. However, driven by recent trends in
the competitive and political environments,Japanesecompanies are increas-
ingly entering into GSAs, in the process forsaking their traditionallyclose
keiretsu ties. In the context of this paper, the significant implications can
be summed up as follows: (1) traditional Japanese industrial associations
are in a state of flux; (2) a graduallydiminishing role of the keiretsu in the
futureand a greaterfocus on the individualcompany;and (3) greateroppor-
tunities to enter into GSAs with Japanese firms.4

U.S. Context. In the U.S., the federal government has traditionally viewed
cooperation between companies with suspicion, particularly if they com-
peted in the same markets. The environment of strict antitrustregulations
spawned companies with little experience in successfully managing inter-
firm cooperation. More recently, however, in an attempt to help correct
structuralproblems in matureindustries and to promote internationalcom-
petitiveness in high-tech industries, the U.S. government has adopted more
favorable attitudes toward interfirn cooperation, as reflected in its patent,
procurement,and antitrustpolicies. For example, the National Cooperative
Research Act of 1984 holds that cooperative ventures between companies
are permissible when such arrangements add to the companies' overall
efficiency and benefit society at large.
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ThoughintendedprimarilytobenefitU.S. firms,thesechangesin American
nationalattitudesand policies regardinginterfirmcooperationmay also
havespilloverbenefitsfornon-U.S.firms,in thatthelattermayhavegreater
opportunitiesto enterintoGSAswithU.S. companies.5Recentdevelopments
in theU.S.mayalsomeanthattheabilityof U.S.companiesto spot,structure,
andmanageinterfirmcooperativerelationshipswill improveovertime.
EuropeanContext.In Europe,interfinncooperationhistoricallyhas been
hamperedby fragmentedEuropeanmarkets,culturalandlinguisticdiffer-
ences,diverseequipmentstandardsandbusinessregulations,andnationalist
andprotectionistgovernmentpolicies.Onlyin thepastseveralyearshasthe
impendingthreatof a Europeantechnologygap againstU.S. and Japanese
competitioncompelledEuropeangovenments to promotethe integration
of Europeanfirms,suchas the EuropeanStrategicProgrammein Informa-
tionTechnologies(ESPRIT).However,sucheffortsto builda moredynamic,
technologicallyindependentEuropedo notdiminishthefact thatEuropeis
too small to supportthe risky,multibilliondollarcommitmentsrequiredin
many new industries.6As Ohmae[1985] argues,companiesalso need to
establisha strongpresencein U.S. andJapanesemarketsto survive.
Threemajorpointsemergefromtheprecedingdiscussion.First,firmsfrom
the Triadregionsareheavily influencedby theiruniquenationalcontexts.
Second,cooperatingin GSAs may be rendereddifficultby the significant
differencesinnationalcontexts.Andthird,whilethesedifferencesarelikely
topersist,asseenabove,theymaybeprogressivelyoverwhelmedbypowerful
technologicalandeconomicfactors.

Proposition2: Differencesin partnerfirns' nationalcontextsand
GSA longevitywill be negativelyrelated.The effects of thesedif-
ferenceson longevitywill be moderatedby the technologicaland
economicimperativesfacingglobalfirns.

Before concludingthis discussionof nationalcontexts, it is essential to
broachone questionthatmay have a significantbearingon global firms'
futurepartneringabilitiesandsuccesspatterns:Willexperienceinmanaging
linkageswithina firms'homebaseprovideanadvantageinbuildinglinkages
with foreignorganizations(cf. Westney [1988])? As just seen, Japanese
firmshavegreaterdomesticexperiencein interfirmcooperationthanU.S. and
Europeanfirms,thoughthe latterarealso accumulatingmorelocal experi-
ence. But is this experiencetransferableto GSAs,wherepartnerstypically
have more widely varyingcharacteristics?Insufficientevidence currently
exists to answer this question;however, systematicresearchmay yield
importantinsights into the differentialorganizationallearningpatternsof
companiesweanedin differentdomesticcontexts.

CorporateCulture

Corporatecultureincludes those ideologies and values that characterize
particularorganizations[Beyer 1981; PetersandWaterman1982]. The notion
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that differences in corporateculturematter,familiar to researchersof inter-
national mergers and acquisitions [BenDaniel and Rosenbloom 1990], is
also crucially importantin GSAs. Such firn-specific differences are often
interwoven with the fabric of the partners' societal cultures and national
contexts, as reflected in the phrases:Europeanfamily capitalism, American
managerial capitalism, and Japanese group capitalism.

Harrigan[1988] argues that corporateculturehomogeneity among partners
is even more important to GSA success than symmetry in their national
origins. (She maintains, for example, thatGM's values may be more similar
to those of its GSA partner,Toyota, thanto those of Ford.)However, studies
have shown that a corporation's overall organizational culture is not able
fully to homogenize values of employees originating in national cultures
[Laurent1983], indicating the transcendingimportanceof meta- and macro-
level variables relative to corporate culture. Although the relative impor-
tance of these dimensions must be determined empirically, it is clear that
each dimension can be instrumentalin erecting significant barriersto effec-
tive cooperation.

For example, strikingly different temporal orientations often exist in U.S.
versus Japanesecorporations.The forner, pressedby investors and analysts,
may tend to focus on quarterlyearnings reports, while the latter focus on
establishing their brandnames and internationalmarketingchannels, a sine
qua non of higher order advantage leading to greater world market shares
over a period of several years. Thus, Japanesepartnersmay give GSAs more
time to take root, whereas their U.S. counterpartsmay be more impatient.

Significant differences may also exist on the issues of power and control.
As Perlmutterand Heenan [1986] assert, Americans have historically har-
bored the belief thatpower, not parity,should govern collaborative ventures.
In contrast, the Europeans and Japanese often consider partnersas equals,
subscribe to management by consensus, and rely on lengthy discussion to
secure stronger commitment to shared enterprises.

For effective meshing of such diverse corporatecultures, each GSA partner
must make the effort to learn the ideologies and values of its counterpart.
For managers socialized into their own corporate cultures [Terpstra and
David 1990], openness to very different corporateorientationsmay be dif-
ficult. Yet, new forms of business often necessitate the acquisition of new
core skills. Among some U.S. firms, for instance, this may mean a reduced
emphasis on equity control and an acceptance of slower payback periods
on GSA investments in the interest of future benefits over longer time
horizons. Among Japanesefirms, this may mean a keener recognition of the
demandson U.S. managersto show quickerresults,withpossiblemodifications
in the goals of the GSA and the means used to achieve those goals. Turner
[1987] found some supportfor the emergence of "intermediate" corporate
cultures-those characterizedby priorities and values between those of the
sponsoring finns-as GSA partnersmade mutual adjustments.However, he
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did not relate his findings to alliance longevity, and his study was limited
to U.K.-Japanese alliances. More empirical work is needed to test the fol-
lowing proposition:

Proposition3: Corporateculturedifferenceswill be negatively related
to alliance longevity. This relationship will be moderated by the
development of an intermediatecorporateculture to guide the GSA.

Finally, corporateculture has a circularrelationship with learning in that it
creates and reinforces learning and is created by learning; as such, it influ-
ences ongoing learning and adaptationwithin and between GSA partners.
Miles and Snow [1978] demonstrate, for example, that a firm's posture
(defender, prospector, etc.) is tied closely to its culture, and that shared
norms and beliefs help shape strategy and the direction of organizational
change. These broadnorms and belief systems clearly influence the behav-
ioral and cognitive development thateach GSA partnercan undergo; in turn,
learning and adaptation in organizations often involves a restructuringof
these norms and belief systems [Argyris and Schon 1978].

StrategicDirections

As Harrigan[1985] observes, "asymmetries in the speed with which parent
firms want to exploit an opportunity, the direction in which they want to
move, or in otherstrategicmattersare destabilizingto GSAs" (p.14). Partner
screening at the alliance planning stage tests for strategic compatibility by
analyzinga potentialpartner'smotivationand ability to live up to its commit-
ments, by assessing whether there may exist probable areas of conflict due
to overlapping interests in present marketsor futuregeographic and product
market expansion plans. Yet, a revised analysis may become necessary as
the partners' evolving internal capabilities, strategic choices, and market
developments pull them in separate directions, diminishing the strategic fit
of a once-perfect match. Strategic divergence is particularlylikely in envi-
ronments characterizedby high volatility, rapidadvances in technology, and
a blurringand dissolution of traditionalboundaries between industries.7

One key to managing diverging partnerinterests may be to build flexibility
into the partnershipstructure,which allows companies to adjust to changes
in theirinternalandexternalenvironments.Flexible structuresmay be attained,
for example, by initiating alliances on a small scale with specific, short-term
agreements (such as cross-licensing or second sourcing), instead of huge
deals that can pose "lock-in" problems with shifting strategic priorities. In
a gradually developed relationship, areas of cooperation can be expanded
to a broaderbase to the extent that continuing strategic fit exists. Alterna-
tively, flexibility can be attained by entering into a general (or blanket)
cooperative agreement which is activated on an as-needed basis. For exam-
ple, RCA and Sharphave a long-established cooperative agreement within
which they have worked on a series of specific ventures over the years,
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including a recent $200 million joint ventureto manufacturecomplementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) integratedcircuits.

Proposition 4: Divergence in the parents' strategic directions will
be negatively related to GSA longevity. The relationship between
divergence and longevity will be moderatedby structuralflexibility
that pernits adaptationto shifting environments.

Strategy can affect organizational learning, and through learning alliance
longevity, in various ways. Since strategy determines the goals and objec-
tives and the breadth of actions available to a firm, it influences learning
by providing a boundaryto decisionmaking and a context for the perception
and interpretationof the environment [Daft and Weick 1984]. In addition,
as Miller and Friesen [1980] show, a firm's strategic direction creates a
momentum for organizational learning, a momentum that is pervasive and
highly resistant to small adjustments.

ManagementPracticesand Organization

The wide interfirm diversity in management styles, organizational struc-
tures, and other operational-level variables that exists across firms from
different partsof the world can largely be tracedto diversity along the first
four dimensions discussed above. In turn, these differences, illustrated by
the Daimler Benz versus Mitsubishi contrastat the outset of this paper, can
heighten operatingdifficulties andtriggerprematuredissolution of the GSA.
An important issue in this regard is the problem of effectively combining
the diverse systems of autonomous internationalfirms, each accustomed to
operating in a certain manner.

Many researchersin intemnationalcooperativestrategieshave tended,perhaps
unwittingly, to focus solely on this final dimension of interfirm diversity
(e.g., Dobkin [1988]; Hall [1984]; Pucik [1988]). Among the major differ-
ences that have been noted are the style of management (participatoryor
authoritarian),delegation of responsibility (high or low), decisionmaking
(centralized or decentralized), and reliance on formal planning and control
systems (high or low). To prevent problems of unclear lines of authority,
poor communication, and slow decisionmaking, GSAs may need to set up
unitarymanagement processes and structures,where one decision point has
the authorityand independence to commit both partners.Implementationof
this recommendation is difficult in cases where both partnersare evenly
matched in terms of company size and resource contributionsto the GSA
(cf. Killing [1982]).8 Yet, agreement on the streamlining of tough opera-
tional-level issues must be reachedprior to commencement of the GSA.

Proposition5: Diversityin thesponsoringfirms'operatingcharacteristics
will be negatively relatedto longevity of the GSA. This relationship
will be moderated by the establishment of unitary management
processes and structures.
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Though structureis often seen as an outcome of organizational learning, it
plays a crucial role in determiningthe learningprocess itself [Fiol and Lyles
1985]. This observation can be important in the context of GSAs, where
one firm's centralized, mechanistic structure that tends to reinforce past
behaviors can collide with another firm's organic, decentralized structure
that tends to allow shifts of beliefs and actions. More broadly, different
management practices and organizational structurescan enhance or retard
learning, depending upon their degree of formalization, complexity, and
diffusion of decision influence.

Theory and practice are linked in Table 2, which illustrateshow significant
Type II differences between GSA partnerscan impact the entire spectrum
of alliance activities. For the sake of brevity, Table 2 outlines only a select
number of characteristicsthat are derived from the typological dimensions
of Table 1. Yet, a review of Table 2 clearly indicates that: (1) the extent of
interfirm diversity in global strategic alliances may be high; and (2) as
stressed earlier, the various dimensions of diversity are not distinct and
unrelated,but rathershare a common core that touches GSAs.

Furthermore,Type I and Type II diversity can undergo distinctly different
patterns over time, generating different alliance outcomes. The dynamic
model of longevity presented in the next section suggests that a pivotal
factor in the interfirm diversity/alliance outcome link is organizational
learning and adaptationto diversity by the GSA partners.

LONGEVITYIN GSAs: A LEARNING-BASEDDYNAMICMODEL

Organizational theorists [Lyles 1988; Fiol and Lyles 1985] define learning
as "the development of insights, knowledge, and associations between past
actions, the effectiveness of those actions, and future actions," and adapta-
tion as "the ability to make incremental adjustments." Learning can be
minor, moderate, or major. In stimulus-response terms, in minor learning,
an organization's worldview (tied to its national and corporate identity)
remains the same, and choice of responses occurs from the existing behav-
ioral repertoire. In moderate learning, partial modification of the interpre-
tative system and/or development of new responses is involved. And in
major learning, substantial and irreversible restructuringof one or both of
the stimulus and response systems takes place [Hedberg 1981]. This con-
ceptualization parallels Argyris and Schon's [1978] single-loop (or low-
level) learning that serves merely to adjust the parameters in a fixed
structure to varying demands, versus double-loop (or high-level) learning
that changes norms, values, and worldviews, and redefines the rules for low-
level learning.

Using a contingencytheoryperspective,we may expect the extent of learing
(minor, moderate, or major) necessary for a given level of GSA longevity
to be commensurate with the extent of interfirm diversity. Highly similar
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partnerswould requirerelatively little mutual adjustmentfor sustained col-
laborative effectiveness. Highly dissimilar partnerswould need to expend
greater (double-loop) efforts and resources toward learning, absent which
longevity may be expected to suffer.

Moreover,Type I andType II diversitymay shift dynamicallyalong different
phases of alliance development.Regardingthe former,Porter[1986] observes
that:

Coalitionsinvolvingaccess to knowledgeor abilityarethemost likely to
dissolveas thepartygainingaccessacquiresitsowninternalskillsthrough
the coalition.Coalitionsdesignedto gainthebenefitsof scale or learning
in performingan activityhavea moreenduringpurpose.If theydissolve,
theywill tendto dissolveintomergeror intoan arm's-lengthtransaction.
Thestabilityof risk-reducingcoalitionsdependsonthesourcesof riskthey
seek to control.Coalitionshedgingagainstthe riskof a single exogenous
eventwill tendto dissolve,whilecoalitionsinvolvinganongoingrisk(e.g.,
explorationriskfor oil) will be moredurable.[p. 329]

Thus, Type I strategic motivations and organizational learning interact to
shape alliancestabilityandoutcome. Similarly,the impactof Type II diversity
on alliances can be dynamically alteredby organizationallearningthat itself
is an outcome of certaintypes of deliberatemanagementinvestments during
different phases of alliance development. The patternof these investments
may be a function of the configuration of Type II diversity, i.e., the degree
and type of interfirm differences. If the relatively stable dimensions of
societal culture, national context, or corporateculture constitute salient in-
terfirm differences, then organizational learning becomes a threshold con-
dition for alliance success, and management attention must be targeted at
the relevant dimensions during the earliest phases of alliance development
(such as partnerscreening and pre-contractualnegotiations). In cases where
significant diversity arises from the relatively more volatile dimensions of
strategic direction and management practices and organization, later adap-
tive learning under new partnercircumstances is a necessary precondition
for GSA longevity.

It is evident, then, that the magnitude and timing of Type I and Type II
diversity shifts contributeto different alliance outcomes. Specifically, when
Type I diversity (mutual interdependency) is larger than Type II diversity,
ceteris paribus, longevity will be high. In this situation, additional alliances
between the GSA partnersbecome more likely, and ongoing organizational
learningin repeatedsuccessful collaborativeexperiences may furtherreduce
Type II diversity, reinforcing the alliancing process.

But when Type II diversity is larger than Type I diversity, ceteris paribus,
longevity will be low. This situationcan arise in one of two ways: shrinkage
of Type I diversity,or escalationof Type II diversity.The firstway represents
the stepping-stonestrategy(plannedtermination),in which one partnerrapidly
internalizes the skills and technologies of the other; after the process is
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completed, that is, when Type I diversity vanishes, little incentive remains
for the internalizer firm to remain in the partnership. The second way
representsuntimely dissolution of the GSA, as a lack of learning and adap-
tation exacerbates problems of social interactionamong managers from the
alliance partners.Such unplannedterminationis more likely when the part-
ner finns are working together for the first time and have yet to establish a
history of prior successful collaborative experiences; differ sharply on one
or more of the Type II dimensions; and the efforts and resources committed
to learning and adaptationare not commensurate with this diversity.

Thus, the relationship between diversity and longevity is dynamic, and is
strongly influenced by the amount of learning and adaptation occurring
between the GSA partners.The greaterthe amount of learning, the greater
the negative impact of Type I diversity on longevity, but the smaller the
negative impact of Type II diversity on longevity.

IMPLICATIONSAND CONCLUSIONS

The processmodel of longevityproposedin this paper,drawingupon learning-
based management of differences in the properties of the partners, offers
rich and exciting opportunitiesfor improved researchand practice in GSAs.
Only a few of these are touched upon below.

First, there is a need for inductive theory-building (following covariance
structuremodeling and empirical research) on the relative importance, pat-
terns of interconnectedness, and tension-inducing capacity of the typologi-
cal dimensions of diversity in a variety of partneringsituations, especially
in longitudinal studies focusing on the phases of alliance development. Such
research will be timely and useful for developing ex post alliance perform-
ance generalizations as well as ex ante partnerselection criteria. Although
preliminarywork has been done in both of these areas, as noted above, the
research has been fragmented and theory-building in GSAs has been slow,
reflecting the lack of systematic conceptualizationof a typology of interflrm
diversity, much less a dynamic link between diversity and longevity.
The propositions and model developed here draw attention to the crucial
aspect of learning among interfacing managers of GSA partners;important
corollary implications flow from this emphasis. For example, faced with
rapid internationalizationand even faster growth of interfirm cooperation,
how best can global firms quickly enlarge the severely limited cadre of
culturally sophisticated, internationally experienced managers (cf. Strom
[1990]; Hagerty [1991])? Since coping with interfirmdiversity (e.g., formal
trainingprograms) is not costless, how are (or methodologically should be)
thecostsandbenefitsof suchcopingeffortsassessedby managersorresearchers?
Fledgling attempts toward institutionalizing learning within the company
and enhancing the cumulativeness of cooperative experiences with other
companiesarealreadyevident,suchas GeneralElectncCompany'sestablishment
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of GE Internationalin 1988. Createdas a special mechanism to efficiently
handle the swift growth of GSAs and facilitate organizationallearning, GE
International's primary roles are to identify and implement GSAs, to pro-
mote enhanced internationalawareness within GE, and to permitthe sharing
of internationalpartnershipexpertise throughoutthe company.

In conclusion,as global finns' technological,financial,andmarketingprowess
increasingly becomes tied to the excellence of their external organizational
relations, "GSA sophistication"- the ability to diagnose importantdiffer-
ences between partnersand fashion a productive partnershipby devising
novel solutions to accommodate the differences-is likely to become an
imperative. GSAs represent a type of competitive weapon, in that they
involve interorganizationalcooperation in the pursuitof global competitive
advantage. Sharpeningthe edge of this competitive weapon may requirethe
adoption of multifirm, multiculturalperspectives in joint decisionmaking, a
process rendered difficult by the perceptual blinders imposed by culture-
bound and corporate-boundthinking(e.g., respectively, the "ugly foreigner"
mentalityandthe NIH, ornot inventedhere,syndrome).9Thus,futureresearch
on GSA longevity and performance must take into account the partners'
cognition of, and adaptationto, the importantdimensions of diversity that
is an integral, inescapable partof such alliances.

NOTES

1. Although other factors, such as hidden agendas and conceptually flawed logic of the GSA may also
account for a portion of these failures, interfirmdiversity remains a prime culprit. Moreover, as noted
shortly, dissolution of a GSA does not necessarily constitute failure. When GSAs are used as "stepping
stones," their termination may be viewed by the parents as a success, not a failure.

2. This typology is suggested as a parsimonious framework to be built upon in future research on
GSAs, not as the comprehensive final word. For instance, differences in industry-specific considera-
tions and firm sizes can be significant factors in some cases; these factors are not explicitly considered
here.

3. GSAs typically involve commitment of substantial resources on both sides, in cash and/or in kind.
Failure can result in a loss of competitive position far beyond merely the opportunity cost of the
resources deployed in the GSA itself; synergistic gains and expected positive spillover effects for the
parent firm may not be realized.

4. However, the speed with which these changes may occur should not be overestimated, in light of
the deeply embedded industry structureand institutions in Japan.

5. One example is the GM-Toyota alliance called New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI).
NUMMI was approved despite strenuous objections from Chrysler and others, whose traditional
(antitrust-based)arguments were rejected by the U.S. Department of Justice.

6. This is likely to remain true even after taking into account (a) the move toward a more genuine
Common Market in 1992, which creates an integratedeconomy of 320 million consumers, and (b) the
increase in the size of the market arising from East Bloc upheavals.

7. For example, the growing inseparabilityof data transmission and data processing has created hybrid
businesses among companies in computers, telecommunications, office products, modular switchgears,
and semiconductors. Similarly, auto firms, driven by cost, quality, and efficiency considerations,
increasingly invest in electronics, new materials, aerodynamics, computers, robotics, and artificial
intelligence.

8. GSAs must ultimately be guided by careful consideration of the respective management practices
and organization of the parents, as well as the operational needs of the venture, such as response time
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to market developments and management information systems that accurately reflect the magnitude
and scope of the alliance.

9. This problem may be particularly severe for Japanese companies, whose overseas activities until
recently strongly emphasized exports and direct investments in wholly owned subsidiaries. The his-
torically closed nature of Japan's society and corporations makes integrating outsiders-even other
Japanese-difficult.
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